Membership Levels & Benefits:

The Pamplin Corps:
We invite you to become a member of our Park family and join as a Pamplin Corps member in honor of our founders. Demonstrate your love of history and your commitment to education and preservation with this generous gift - you will receive all lower level benefits plus 5 complimentary gift memberships at the individual level.

The 1865 Society:
Join the membership name that symbolizes the year of the “Breakthrough” at Pamplin - you will receive all lower level benefits plus an additional 10% discount in The Civil War Store, free registration for the annual Symposium & 2 complimentary gift memberships at the individual level.

The Banks & Hart Division:
This membership level is symbolic of the Banks House and Hart Farm which survived the “Breakthrough” - you will receive all lower level benefits plus a 25% discount on a Symposium registration and Civil War Adventure Camp tickets and a behind the scenes tour of our Collections.

The Boisseau Brigade:
Become a Boisseau Brigade member to recognize the Pamplin ancestors who resided at Tudor Hall - you will receive all lower level benefits plus a behind the scenes tour of The National Museum of the Civil War Soldier.

The Charles Gould Regiment:
This membership level named after the first man into the Confederate works at the “Breakthrough” - you will receive all lower level benefits plus a copy of Prelude to Surrender.

Family:
Join many others and receive all lower level benefits plus Park entry for immediate family.

Couple:
Enjoy the Park as a couple and receive all lower level benefits plus Park entry for member and one other person.

Individual:
Join the ranks of many others and receive Free Admission, our E-newsletter, a 10% discount in The Civil War Store, and an invitation to the annual Membership Party.

Military/Student/Senior/Teacher:
Enjoy a Park membership at a discounted rate with proper ID and receive the same benefits as those at the Individual level.